
October 18, 2007

Larry French
Plan Amendment Specialist
Department of Land Conservation and Development
635 Capitol Street, Suite 150
Salem, OR 97301-2540

Keir Miler
Associate Planner
Lane County Land Management Division
125 East 8th Ave
Eugene, OR 97401

Dear Mr. French,

Please find enclosed the required DLCD Notice of Proposed Amendment (green sheet, form 1)
and associated attachments. As you will recall from our phone conversation last week, the
purpose of this notice is to inform DLCD of Lane County's intent to implement measures to
adopt new official plan, zone and coastal zone designation maps (county-wide) and to adopt
amendments to pertinent sections of Lane Code that concern the use and maintenance of
official maps. Once again, the map changes that are being proposed are strictly cosmetic.
Outdated, black and white paper maps have been digitized and converted into a series of color,
GIS-based maps. No changes in zone or plan boundaries are being proposed.

Text amendments to the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan (RCP) are being proposed to
ensure that the sections of Lane Code that deal with zone and plan map maintenance and use
are in agreement with the modern maps. Amendments to the following sections of Lane Code
are being proposed:

. LC 10.315-90 & LC10.315 91 Official Zone District Ordinance and Zoning Maps
LC 16.014 Plan Designation and Zoning Maps
LC 16.015 Amendments to the Lane County Plan Designation and Zoning Maps
LC 16.020 Interim Plan Designation and Zoning Maps

.

.

.

Per your request, Lane County will provide DLCD a digital copy of all maps (once adopted by the
Lane County Board of Commissioners) and a link to the internet location where the maps may be
viewed and downloaded.

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding these proposed actions.

7~
Keir Miler
(541) 682-4631
keir. miller~co.lane. or. us
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The meetin!: location is wheelchair-accessible. Anyone needin!: special accommodations (hearin!: impaired, lan!:ua!:e
translation, chemical sensitivity needs, & lar!:e print copies of the a!:enda), please make your request at least 48 hours prior to
the meetin!: by calln!: Vicki Epperson at 682-4379. TDD services at (541)682-3995.

ITEM FORMAT

PUBLIC COMMENT: The Planning Commission reserves i 0 minutes at the beginning of this meeting for public comment. The
public may comment on any matter, except for items scheduled for public hearing or public hearing items for which the record has

already closed. Generally, the time limit for public comment is three minutes; however, the Planning Commission reserves the option

to reduce the time allowed each speaker based on the number of people requesting to speak.

Work Session/Dinner 5:30 p.m. in the Board of Commissioners Conf. Rm (LCPC only)

1. Ordinance No. PA and - Ordinance No -08- In the
matter of amending the Lane County Rural Comprehensive
Plan (RCP) to replace outdated offcial plan, zone and
coastal zone maps with modern maps and updating ordinance
provisions describing the use and maintenance of new maps
(LC16.014, LC16.015, LC16.020, LC10.1J5-90 and
LC10.115-91)

2. LCPC Annual Report - Review and Acknowledgement

of 2007 Activities and Adoption of the Commission's
2008 Work Plan for Submission to the Board by mid
February 2008

3. Deliberation - Ordinance No -08 In the matter of
amending Land Code Chapters 14 and 16 to add and
revise definitions and regulations to be consistent with
Oregon Revised Statues (ORS's) and Oregon
Adminnstrative Rules (OAR's). (LC 14.015, LC 14.050,
LC 4.170, LC 14.800, LC 16.090, LC 16.211 LC
16.212, and LC 16.292)

-Staff: Keir Miller, Associate Planner
(682-4631 )

-Staff: Kent Howe (682-3734)

-Staff: Stephanie Schulz, Planner (682-3958)

Lane County Planning Commission Members: lEd Becker, Chair; John Su11ivan, Vice-Chair; S~~ve
Dignam; Lisa Arkin; Jozef Siekiel-Zdzienicki; Nancy Nichols; John aullivan; Todd Johnston; Jim'-
Carmichael; Howard Shapiro" ""0
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Memo Date: December 10,2007
Work Session Date: February 5, 2007
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LANE
COUNTY

OREGON

TO: LANE COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION

DEPARTMENT: Public Works Dept.Land Management Division

PRESENTED BY:

AGENDA ITEM TITLE:

Keir Miler, Associate Planner

1) ORDINANCE NO. PA8IN THE MATTER OF AMENDING
THE LANE COUNTY RURAL COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (RCP)
TO REPLACE OUTDATED OFFICIAL PLAN, ZONE AND
COASTAL ZONE MAPS WITH MODERN MAPS

2) ORDINANCE NO. .08-IN THE MATTER OF AMENDING
LANE CODE TO UPDATE ORDINANCE PROVISIONS
DESCRIBING THE USE AND MAINTENANCE OF NEW ZONE
PLAN AND COASTAL ZONE MAPS (LC16.014, LC16.015,
LC1" 020 LC10.315-90 AND LC10.3 5-91)

1. PROPOSED MOTION

None Requested. This is a work session item only.

2. AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

At a future public hearing, the Planning Commission wil be asked to recommend to the
Board of Commissioners amendments to the Rural Comprehensive Plan and Lane Code
Chapters 10 and 16. These amendments will replace outdated offcial plan, zone and
coastal zone maps with modern maps and amend corresponding ordinance provisions
that describe the use and maintenance of new maps. The purpose of this agenda item is
to familiarize the Planning Commission with this project.

3. ISSUE/PROBLEM

The current official zone and plan designation maps for Lane County were developed
between 20 and 30 years ago. These aging maps remain in effect today but have
become increasingly diffcult to use and maintain. Two types of maps are presently in
use. These include: small city Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) zoning "mylars" and Rural
Comprehensive Plan (RCP) zone and plan designation "plot maps".

Maps depicting the Lane Code Chapter 10 (small city Urban Growth Boundary) zoning
were created between 1976 and 1979. These maps, which are made of mylar and
zipatone tape, are physically deteriorating. Day-to-day handling of the mylars causes
them damage. Furthermore, reading these mylars is problematic because basic locatr
information such as city limits and parcel configuration has changed since they originally
took effect.
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In addition to the UGB mylars maps, over 1,300 individual plot maps depict offcial zone
and plan designations for all areas of the Lane County governed by the Rural
Comprehensive Plan. These maps were adopted in1984. Each black and white map is
8.5" x 14" in size and covers a land area of 1 or 2 square miles. Over the years,
individual maps have been revised and reproduced dozens of times. The visual quality
and clarity of these maps has gradually degraded. Additionally, these maps face the
same limitations of outdated parcel, road and city limits reference data as the UGB
mylars. Finally, these maps are indexed using a complicated map number scheme which
is not intuitive to the general public.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Background

In 2004, staff from Public Works-GIS and Land Management began a multiyear project
to migrate the hundreds of hardcopy zone and plan designations maps and mylars into a
modern geographic information system (GIS). The purpose of the project was to convert
Lane County's outdated and overly complex official map library into a secure digital
format that could be easily maintained and used to produce high quality paper maps for
official adoption.

Initial work on the project was funded through a grant from the Department of Land
Conservation and Development (DLCD). As a component of the Periodic Review work
program, DLCD provided $35,000 for development of the GIS zoning layer within the
Siuslaw and Long Tom watersheds. Work on the project then continued with two
consecutive Video-Lottery grants awarded by the Economic Development Standing
Committee (EDSC). The EDSC provided $51,650 during the 2005-2006 fiscal year and
an additional $54,475.00 in the 2006-2007 fiscal year. EDSC funding was used to
complete the zoning, plan designation and coastal combining zone layers in the
remainder of the county.

In December of 2006, staff completed the data development stage of the project and the
following digital map layers were produced:

. RCP Base Zone Layer
RCP Coastal Combining Zone Layer
RCP Plan Designation Layer
Small City Urban Growth Boundary Zone Layer

.

.

.

From each of these layers a series of paper maps was created. In total, 80 new plan
maps, 86 new zone maps, 11 new coastal zone maps and 6 UGB maps were created.
The entire set of maps is provided in .PDF format as Attachment C - Map Resource CD.
These maps reflect changes in scale, design layout, color scheme, labeling, and location
reference indicators such as roads, rivers, and updated tax lot parcels. No chanoes in
the offcial plan or zone desionations were made durino the conversion of the maps.

4.2 Map Conversion Procedures

The following procedures were used to convert and review map updates:

LCPC
PANo.
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a. RCP Zone Maps

GIS softare was used to convert 705 offcial hardcopy zoning maps into a
seamless digital layer. This process involved several phases, including;
database design and development, data creation and an extensive quality control
process. Lane County Public Works GIS (PWGIS) developed a geodatabase as
the data format used to build and maintain the digital data. The geodatabase
format provides the option of establishing specific rules that control how the
spatial and tabular data is created and promotes data integrity and accuracy.
Once the geodatabase was built, staff went through the process of converting the
existing paper zone maps into a digital layer by using the new county parcel layer

as a base.

The parcel data was created by Lane County Public Works GIS under the
direction of the Parcel Mapping Project team. Precise control data was
developed by the surveyor team working on the project resulting in parcel data
that is accurately tied to survey locations. Parcel data is accurate to within +/- 2
feet in the urban areas, within +/- 5 feet in the developed and committed rural
areas, and within +/- 20 feet in the resource lands of the County (and usually
much better). In the majority of cases zoning boundaries coincide with parcel
boundaries. Where this occurred, the parcel boundaries were copied into the
geodatabase to serve as the new zoning boundary. This process assured very
accurate zoning boundary location and assured a direct fit with the parcels. In
the event the zoning boundaries crossed parcel boundaries, PWGIS relied on
map analysis and the location of other GIS layers (Le. roads, rivers) to accurately
place the zoning boundary.

After all of the maps were converted, the GIS layer went through an extensive
quality control/ quality assurance (QC/QA) process. Land Management staff
examined each zoning map and compared them to the new digital 

layer.

Corrections were sent back to PWGIS and those changes were made and
resubmitted for approval by LMD. A complete, countywide quality control review
was conducted by both LMD and PWGIS staff. Additional review work was
performed in more complexly zoned sub areas unti the zoning layer was
considered complete.

b. RCP Plan Maps

683 plan designation maps were converted to a digital 
layer through an

automated process. Once the entire zoning file was created and proofed for
accuracy a programming script was written to convert tracts of similarly zoned
parcels to the correct corresponding plan designations. This process eliminated
human error inherent in hand digitizing methods and ensured that the digital plan
and zone layers would align exactly. In the limited situations where a correlation
between zoning and plan designations could not be inferred, parcel specific
research was conducted to determine to correct plan designation. The layer was
then adjusted manually.

LCP~~enda Cover Memo
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c. Coastal Combining Zone Maps

To create a digital layer for the coastal combining zones, PWGIS staff digitized
the 51 coastal plot maps. The coastal combining zone boundaries were then
compared to the written boundary descriptions found in the official Coastal
Resource Management Plan (CRMP). When discrepancies in the plots and the
official descriptions were identified staff relied on the written descriptions within
the CRMP to create the final layer. Coastal maps were then subjected to a
rigorous QC/QA process.

d. Urban Growth Boundary Zone Maps

Zoning information within the urban growth boundaries of Coburg, Cottage
Grove, Creswell, Florence, Junction City, Oakridge and Westfir was digitized
from seven separate zoning mylars. The process used to convert the UGB
zoning was identical to that used to convert the RCP zoning plots. The digital
UGB layer was then proofed for accuracy and vetted to the Lane County
Boundary Commission to ensure that parcel-UGB spatial adjustment work was
accurate.

After each of these four digital layers was created a viewing environment was built using
ArcReader software. Digital zoning and plan map files were then vetted to the entire
LMD planning staff for further review. For several months staff referred to both the
digital maps and the hardcopy paper maps during daily research and application review.
This process acted as a final test of quality assurance.

In December of 2007 the digital zoning data was used to populate a web browser-based
map viewing tool. This tool, known as the "Zone and Plan Map Viewer", enables the
public to access unofficial zoning information over the Internet. The tool is available at:
http://ww .Ianecountv. orq/LaneCountvPlan Maps/

4.3 Ordinance Updates

In conjunction with the adoption of updated plan and zone maps, language in Lane Code
must be amended to properly describe how the new zone maps function and the
procedures under which the maps will be maintained. These amendments include
changes to the following sections of Lane Code and are included as attachments to this
memo:

. LC 10.315-90
LC 10.315-91
LC 16.014
LC 16.020
LC 16.015

(Attachment A)
(Attachment A)
(Attachment B)

(Attachment B)

(Attachment B)

.

.

.

.

4.4 Policy Issues

There are no administrative policy issues that affect this agenda item.
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4.5 Board Goals

Adoption of the new digitally produced zone and plan maps aligns with the Lane County
Strategic Goals: 1.3.: Service Improvement ¡ Promoting Electronic Access to Public
Services and 2.2 . Resources and Planning ¡Information Technology.

4.6 Financial and lor Resource Considerations

Current methods of map maintenance are labor intensive and prone to error. A GIS-
based mapping platform reduces the staff time required to update maps. Additionally,
digitally produced maps will greatly enhance the efficiency of staff in permit processing
and wil be more readily available to the public via the internet. Increased public access
wil result in fewer trips to the county for information and fewer phone inquires to the
Land Management Division.

4.7 Analysis

There is no anticipated opposition to the proposed amendments. The current official plan
and zone maps have outlived their useful 

life cycle and updated GIS-based maps are in
great demand by staff, the development community and the general public. Staff has
thoroughly tested the new maps and found them satisfactory.

5. ACTION

None requested at this time.

6. FOLLOW-UP

Staff will bring this item back to the Planning Commission for a public hearing at a future
date.

7. ATTACHMENTS

A: Proposed Amendments to Lane Code 10.315-90 & 10.315-91

B: Proposed Amendments to Lane Code 16.014,16.015 & 16.020

C: Map resource CD containing:
Folder 1 RCP Official Plan Designation Maps
Folder 2. RCP Official Zone Maps
Folder 3. RCP Coastal Combining Zone Maps
Folder 4. UGB Official Zone Maps

LCPÇ_~enda Cover Memo
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Attachment A:
Proposed Amendments to LC 10.315-90 & LC 10.315-91

(Applicable to areas outside the city limits of a small city but within the city's Urban Growth Boundary)

Proposed additions are underlined.
Proposed deletions are shown with a strikethrough.

Attachment A



10.315-90
-90. Offcial Zone District Ordinance and Zonin!! Maps.

(l ) Offcial Urban Growth Boundar zoning maps shall be maintained. These maps are

applicable to the lands between City Limits the Urban Growth Boundar of the following small
cities:

(a) Coburg
(b) Cottage Grove

(c) Creswell

(d) Florence

(e) Junction City

(f) Westfir/Oakridge

(2) The zone boundaries depicted on the offcial UGB maps may be modified in

accordance with the procedures set forth in LC 10.315-91.
(2) The offcial Urban Growt Boundar zone maps shall be maintained by the

Planning Director in the offces of the Land Management Division. A digital layer of the zone
maps shall be maintained within the Lane County geographic information system. This digital
layer shall mirror paper maps but whenever a discrepancy arises between the digital

laver and the adopted paper maps, the paper maps shall be considered the authoritative source.
(3) Official maps wil be 46 x 36 inches overall and in full color. The scale of official

maps shall be 1'':1000'. Working maps may be developed at a different size and scale.
(4) Each offcial map shall contain the following information.

(a) Map location reference (i.e., "Creswell Urban Growth Boundary Zoning" )
(b) Location reference map inset

(c) North arrow

(d) Zoning legend

( e) Section legend

(f Scale
(g) Title (Official Lane County UGB Zoning Map).

(h) Adoptionlevision tracking table containing; revision or adoption number,
ordinance or order number, planning action number, effective date of map amendment and
revision descnption

(5) To the maximum extent feasible, zone boundaries shall follow features
recognizable or reproducible. Line preference shall be given to going from a known point to a
known point (i.e., propert comer, section comer, etc.). In the event a zone boundary does not or
cannot conform to the above, angle points and intersection points of that boundary shall be
annotated with the coordinates of the points or with the distance and bearing of the boundar.

(6) Where uncertainty exists as to the boundaries of anv zone, the following rules shall. il
(a) Boundaries indicated as approximately following the centerlines of streets,

highways or alleys shall be constred to follow such centerlines.
(b) Boundaries indicated as approximately following propert lines shall be

construed as following such propert lines.
(c) Boundaries indicated as approximately following: the city limits shall be

construed as following such city limits.
(d) Boundaries indicated as following railroad lines and public utility shall be

constred to be midway between the main tracks or utility easements, whichever is applicable.
(e) Boundaries indicated as parallel to or extensions of features indicated in LC

16.0l4(6)(a) throu~ (d) above shall be so constred.
(f Boundaries indicated as following shorelines shall be constred as following

the ordinary 10w waterline.

Attachment A



(g) Where zones are separated by a body of water, the boundar between the
zones shall be constred as being the centerline of such body of water. No matter how such
centerline may shift, the boundary shall remain the centerline as shifted.

(h) Except as hereinafer noted, where a zone boundar divides an ownership of

propert, unless the same is indicated by dimensions, map coordinates or similar notation, the
boundar shall be detennined by the use of the scale appearng on the Zoning Map.

(i Where physical features existing on the ground are at variance with those
shown on the Zoning Map or in other circumstances not covered by LC 10.315-90 (6)( a) through
(h) above, the Planning Commission shall interpn~t the zone boundares.

(j) Treatment of Vacated Propert. Where a public street or alley is offcially
vacated, the Zone requirements applicable to the propert to which the vacated area becomes a
part shall apply to the vacated propert.

-91. Amendments to the Urban Growth Boundarv Zonin!! Maps.
(1) All amendments to UGB zone maps shall be made by Ordinance, for lee:islative

matters, and by Order, for quasi-iudicial matters, of the Approval Authority as specified in this
chapter of Lane Code.

(2) The official UGB zone maps shall be amended as follows:

( a) A working copy of the map to be amended shall be modified and annotated

to describe the proposed amendments.
(b) Upon adoption of the proposed amendments, the working. map will be routed

to the Land Management Division Planning Section.
(c) Upon the effective date of the adopted amendments, the Planning Section

wil produce an offciaL, paper map. This map wil reflect the adopted amendments and wil
contain the infonnation required in LC 10.315-91(3). On the same date that the officia1 paper map
is created, the Planning Section wil also update the corresponding map layer in the Lane County
geog.raphic infonnation svstem to reflect the amendment.

(d) The Planning Section wil maintain an historical digita1 copv of all UGB
zone maps amended pursuant to LC 10.315-91 on pennanent media, such as a CD. Metadata for
these maps shall be anotated to include the date rang.e that the maps were in effect and the
Ordinance or Order number which rendered the maps obsolete.

( e) Outdated and amended paper maps shall be maintained in an historical map
reference fie in the Land Management Division.

(3) Each time a UGB zone map is revised or a new map is created, that action shall be
indicated bv placine: the ordinance number, effective date, planning action number and revision
description in the revision tracking table of the amended map.

Attachment A
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90 Offieial ZODe Distriet OrdiDaDee aDd Z9ÐiD~ Maøs.

(1) The establishment and oh8fge of boundares of Districts shall be made by
Ordinance or by Order. 1\ttaohed and referenced to the OrdiHanoe or Order shall be a map of the
lands affeoted by the Ordinanee or Order.

(2) Final zoning designations shall be marked on durable and acourate maps oapable

of bemg reproduoed. One set of prÌÌs shall be made from the masters adopted by reference in the
Ordinanoe and filed for record with the Ordin8foe. Subsequent zone changes or Zoning Distriot
boundary ohanges shall be macce by Ordinanoe or Order and ataohed map, adopted by reference,
and filed for record with the Ordinance or Order.

(3) 1\ set of up to date Zoning Maps shall be maintained for the oonvenienoe of tho

County and the public. The Zoning Maps shall indicate the 10eation and geographical boundaries
of the various Distriets and shall set fort the District elassifications applioable to the l8fd

indioated Ofl the Zoniflg Maps. The ZOHing Maps shall be maintarnød on fie iH the Pliming
Division and shall be ayailable at reasonable times for inspeotiofl by the pub lie. !Jl amendments
to the original District boundaries shall be reflected on the ZoniHg Maps. On the faee of ne',,, or
re'iised maps shall be the appropriate ref-erenoe nMfbers (e.g., Or-diHance, Order or Journal

Number) of the Ordinanoe or Ordinanees or Order or Orders zoning the lands covered by tho
ma

(1) 'Nhere a Zone District boundary is to be determined by a map enacted under this
sectioB, rather than by a legal description, and \vhere l:Icørtainty mllsts regardiBg the specifio
zone boundary, the follmving rules shall apply.

(a) Boundaries indioated as approximately folloviing tho cønterlines of streets,
highv,'ays or alleys shall be cOflstrod to follmv such cønterlines.

(b) Boundaries indicatod as approximately following plated lot hnes shall be
construod as follovt'ing such lot lines.

(c) Boundaries indicated as approximately follo'i.'ing city limits shall be construed
as following such city limits.

(d) Boundaries indicated as followiflg railroad liBes and publio utility easements
shall be construod to be midviay bot\voen the main tracks or utility easements, '.vIllohever is
applioablo.

(e) Boundaries indicated as folloviing shorelines shall be oonstred to following the
high water line. In the e'¡ent of a ch8fge of high viater line, the boundary 'Nill follo';v the line no
mater ho'.v it shifts. Boundaries indicated as follo'.vmg the oenterlines of streams, rivers, oanals or
other bodies of ',vater shall be oonstrued to follo'.v said ceHterline, 8fd no matter how the
oenterline should shift, the boundary v/ould remain the centerline as shifted.

(f) Boundaries indicated as parallel to or extensions of features indicated in LC
10.315 90(1)(a) through (e) above shall be so constred. Distaaces not specifically indioated
within this chapter adopting a speoifio zone boundary shall be determined by the scale of the map
attaohed as an exhibit to the Ordinanoo.

(g) '.\here physical features existing on the ground are at variance with those shown on
the official Zoning Map, or in other oiroumstances not covered by LC 10.315 90( 4)(a) through (f)
above, the Planning Commission shall interpret the zone boundaries.

(h) \\Thore a zone boundary divides an ownership of property, unless the Game is
indioated by dimensions '.vithin the Ordinance or Order adopting the zone boundary, the boundary
shall be detennined by the use of the soale appearng on the map 10 727 VlD
1/0/0004 4a.Chapterl 0.8e0305 320/T 10.315 92 Lane Code 1O.320 15 attaohed as an exhibit to the
Ordinance or Ordor. (Rt-wised by Ordinance flo. I3 72, Effective 7.21.72;1 76, 1.2&.76; 1779, 1. 1.0; 14 &0,
7.16.&0; 6 &0,9.1.0; 5 &1,1.&.&1)
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